
Media giant teleSur highlights
global caravan against U.S.
blockade of Cuba

Caracas, April 25 (RHC)-- The Web page of the Latin American multi-state television news channel,
teleSur, highlights this Sunday on its front page the new world day of support for Cuba and against the
blockade that the U.S. has maintained for almost 60 years.

"From Beijing to Havana, caravans of bicycles and other means of transport or rallies were observed in
the main cities of some countries in Europe, South America and Asia in view of June 23 when Cuba's
draft resolution against Washington's policy will be presented at the United Nations General Assembly,"
the digital media points out.    



In the information on the subject, teleSur shared two messages posted today by the first secretary of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba and president of the Republic, Miguel Díaz-Canel, on
his official Twitter account .

In the first one, the Cuban leader writes: " #EliminateTheBlockade they ask everywhere. Today there are
thousands, tomorrow there will be millions and one day it will be all Humanity. There is no crime that lasts
100 years, nor a sovereign people that accepts to submit".

In the second tweet, the head of state assures that "The worldwide protest against #Blockade has
become an unstoppable wave. In the midst of a global epidemic, thousands take to the streets to claim to
the United States: #EliminateTheBlockade."

The Web Page of the Latin American multi-state television news channel adds that the different
demonstrations showed the voice of the peoples, the voice of international law and the voice of justice
demanding the elimination of the blockade imposed by Washington on the island since the 1960s of the
last century.

"Havana joined this international day against the blockade with a Regatta in front of the Malecon," it
adds.  t also reports that U.S. cities, such as Alabama, joined the world caravan demanding the end of the
U.S. blockade of Cuba.

"The participants organized actions this Sunday in more than 20 northern cities, such as Miami, New
York, Washington, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, Sacramento, Oakland, San Diego, San Francisco,
Tampa, Las Vegas, Minneapolis, Seattle and Indianapolis", reads the material with the title 'World
Caravan in favor of Cuba demands the U.S. to lift the blockade'.

TeleSur reports that residents in Belgium, Italy, Iran, Tanzania, Guinea Bissau, Bolivia, El Salvador,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Dominican Republic and South Africa also demanded the end of the
criminal blockade.

He recalled that this is the second anti-blockade demonstration held this year. The last one took place on
March 28, and a considerable number of people participated as a result of the 'Bridges of Love' proposal,
promoted from the United States.

 

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/internacionales/255249-media-giant-telesur-highlights-global-caravan-
against-us-blockade-of-cuba
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